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In today&#39;s culture of scientific enlightenment, many consider belief in demonic possession and

exorcism to be superstitious remnants of the Dark Ages. Even many Christians, contrary to the clear

words of Jesus in the Gospel, scoff at the notion that the Devil and demons really exist. Is demonic

possession real? Are believers really in any danger from Satan and his crafty minions? What is the

truth about exorcism? This book has these answers, and much more! 100 questions and answers!
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Fr. JosÃƒÂ© Antonio Fortea is a priest of the Diocese of AlcalÃƒÂ¡ de Henares (Madrid), Spain, and

an expert in the field of demonology.

This is an excellent book from a real Exorcism Priest, Fr. Fortea goes over in a very clear , directand

easy to understand the battle between good and evil and the need for exorcism priests.He also

goes over the common ways the devil attacks and how those lead by evil will usespells, black magic

to injure someone.To all of these "attacks" Fr. Fortea gives how to defend yourself and the Need in

our present day tocarry our sacramentals and use Holy Water daily when going out.At the end you

really see clearly the Fight between good and evil that is very much alive.I would recommend this

book as well as the book by Fr. Amorth, you will learn more defenses and prayersvery solid

teaching



Definitely the very best book I've ever read on demonic influence in our lives. I'd put it right up there

with "The Screwtape Letters".....and perhaps above it -- it's THAT GOOD! Fr. Fortea handles this

subject with clear, easy-to-understand directness in a "Question & Answer" format. It's the kind of

book that you can pick up and lay down anytime because of the way it's structured......but, you

probably won't want to lay it down once you start reading it; its that full of deep and revealing

spiritual insights! I'm on my 4th reading of it, and I'm still learning more things about how the devil

works to try to rob us of Heaven -- and what we can do to prevent that from happening. And, even

though he is a Catholic priest, the spiritual insights and truths revealed in this book could apply to a

person of any religion. The old adage applies here "Forewarned is forearmed!"

This book came as a recommendation via the Terry & Jesse Show on Immaculate Heart Radio. I

am always weary of any exorcism types of books that place too much emphasis on the description

of manifestations rather than on the love of God through the solemn rite. This book does not do that.

It focuses on God's love and how that love triumphs over evil throughout all time. I really liked the

format that Fr. Fortea used, as it makes it easier to understand and remember the material via the

Q&A. I definitely came away feeling renewed and with a greater sense of God's love after reading

this book.

This is the third one i bought. The devil will mess you up if you aren't careful.

In Interview With an Exorcist the great Fr. Fortea provides a basic yet detailed overview of the

darker side of the spiritual realm. If you like books on topics such as this as brief and clear as

possible, this is your book. It comes in an extremely easy-to-understand question-and-answer

format. The information Fr. Fortea provides is valuable for the layman who does not have access to

seminary courses on angelology and demonology. It must be kept in mind that demons are first and

foremost angels in nature, just as serial killers are first and foremost humans in nature. It is not what

they are that is different, it is action. This is a theme that pops up repeatedly throughout the book. If

you understand the awesome power and intelligence of demons, you will understand what is

necessary to avoid them.

In a question and answer format, this book answers a lot of very basic questions in regard to good

and evil and a lot of the how/why of demonic possession and oppression. If you are only looking for

"war stories" this is really not the book for you. But if you want to better understand demonic activity



it is very good.

Prayerful thanks to Fr. Fortea for writing this instructive book and in the helpful Q&A format in which

he did so. In reading the truths on evil and the demonic which he has put forth in clear,

understandable language, I have, interestingly enough, gained even MORE insight into all things

Godly, especially looking more deeply into the beautiful truth of Catholicism. There is a great deal

on which to reflect.

I did like this book. Even though it was a Q+A style similar to a !magazine or sponsored content

from buzzfeed.It felt philosophical in the way the exorcist gave his answers. It reminded me of the

epistemology and metaphysics classes I took. Which to me makes this book worthwhile to read as it

makes you not only think, but analyze what he is actually saying.
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